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Abstract
Objectives: The primary objectives of this research are to address the security
concerns related to cloud computing, emphasising attacks that target different
hypervisor layers. The goal is to propose a revolutionary approach called
”hGuard,” that provides a thorough protection mechanism against malware
attacks across several hypervisor levels. Additionally, the research aims to
establish this method’s ability to improve cybersecurity in cloud systems and
show its efficacy through practical studies. Methods: The study combines
theoretical analysis with actual experimentation to accomplish its objectives.
The ”hGuard” approach that is being proposed was developed to defend
against attacks on several hypervisor levels. The strategy produces an output
that the datamining algorithm, such as Apriori uses to predict potential attacks.
Through this association, it is now possible to simultaneously anticipate and
stop malware injection attempts at various hypervisor layers. Empirical tests
that simulate attacks and examine real-world situations provide quantitative
information on the method’s performance. Findings: The ”hGuard” approach
achieves a 95% detection accuracy for identifying malware injection attacks,
with a 3% false positive rate for minimal misclassifications of non-attacks. It
also demonstrates an 5% false negative rate, reducing errors in categorizing
actual attacks. Additionally, the approach boasts an efficient 20 ms execution
time, ensuring rapid processing and prediction of potential attacks. Novelty:
The novelty of this research lies in the development of the ”hGuard”
method, which addresses a crucial gap in existing security approaches. Unlike
conventional methods that tackle hypervisor levels individually, the proposed
approach offers a holistic defense mechanism capable of countering malware
attacks targeting multiple levels simultaneously. The integration of the Apriori
technique for attack prediction further enhances its novelty by providing a
data-driven approach to proactive cybersecurity. The empirical validation of the
method’s effectiveness contributes to its novelty, showcasing its potential as a
valuable tool for detecting and preventingmalware attacks in cloud computing.
Furthermore, the research suggests avenues for extending the application of
the ”hGuard” method to other domains within the realm of cybersecurity.
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1 Introduction
Cloud computing has emerged as a critical technology in recent decades, helping
organizations decrease the cost and complexity of their applications (1). Virtualization
is an essential aspect of cloud computing at the same time, is most challenging to
implement (2). Virtualization is the abstraction of computer resources to optimize the
use of available computing resources. The hypervisor is the most crucial component
since it manages the physical platform and accesses its resources when it comes to
virtualization. Briefly stated it is a piece of software that allows many virtual machines
to operate on the same server.Themost challenging issue for a hypervisor is security; if
the hypervisor is hacked, the system becomes vulnerable. Hackers target hypervisors
because they are intended to manage all of the resources available on a computer’s
hardware while also controlling all of the virtual machines running on it (3,4). One of the
techniques for breaching hypervisors is via the introduction ofmalware into the system.
To get access to a user’s databases or resources, a hacker would inject malicious code or
service into the applications that seem to be legitimate service instances operating in
the cloud, according to the user’s preferences (5).

Consequently, specific service calls to the user’s service are handled inside that rogue
instance, resulting in compromising personal data (6,7). Five major methods of attack
and compromise have been identified, including attacking virtual machines, attacking
through unmonitored traffic, attacking the storage device, attacking hosts with no
security, and weakness in security tools which are late in attack detection when the
attack has already been performed (8). The major challenge with existing resarches is
that they suffer with low detection accuracy, high false positive and huge computational
costs (2,3,6). In light of these concerns, the purpose of this study is to highlight the
challenges that have evolved in defending and safeguarding the hypervisor and offer
some potential solutions.

In a virtualized environment, a variety of connected guest machines have their own
security zones that are inaccessible to other virtual machines with their own security
zone. Hypervisors have their security zone since they are the primary controller of what
occurs within the host machine’s virtualized environment. A hypervisor may have an
effect on the way a VM host operates. A VM may include several zones, all of which
are contained inside the same physical infrastructure. This may cause a security issue
if the hypervisor is exploited, and the attacker takes control. When such an attack
succeeds, the attacker gets complete control of all data contained inside the hypervisor
environment (9).

Certain current models which are capable of protecting the hypervisor in a range of
scenarios as shown in Figure 1. The CloudIDEA’s is used to identify malware injection
attacks by monitoring and tracking Virtual Machines (10). Virtual machines must be
secured in case an attacker gains control andmay affect the hypervisor (11). CloudIDEA’s
primary goal is to identify threats by monitoring and tracking virtual machines (12).
It identifies malware in the cloud by detecting the signs of malicious activity in code.
This approach is limited to defending against malware injection attacks directed at the
hypervisor. The major issue with this approach is how would it work if the advanced
control protection system is placed on the host platform to monitor for suspicious
activity. Another issue is what will happen when the attacker directly attacks the
hardware. Based on these issues, obviously, this approach is ineffective in completely
defending against the attacks.
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Fig 1. Securitychallenges and existing solutions

Another option is to use New Generation Fire Walls (NGFW) as a countermeasure to prevent malware injection attacks
against hypervisors (13). The firewalls determine the flow of traffic to enter or leave based on a set of rules, and from there, the
firewall determines which traffic to prevent from entering. However, the emergence of Web 2.0 has highlighted the issue of
port-based firewalling (14). A next-generation firewall has been introduced, gives more control over how traffic enters and exits
in a network, these kinds of firewalls are based on typical firewall features. This method can only address one problem that is
protection from unmonitored traffic. The downside of this approach is that if the attack originates from other sources, such as
a lack of host security, this kind of tool will be useless in that situation.

Storage-Level Intrusion Checker (SLICK) approach monitors write access and permissions on storage devices to identify
intrusion attempts and operate within the hypervisor without impacting the guest virtual machine (15). It includes a feature that
enables visitors to code or craft their own rule using the system’s language to suit their needs. The system does not need any
modifications or self-examination on the guest virtual machines. It operates invisibly without any input from or output to the
guest, preventingmalware attacks from destroying their storage devices. SLICK is a helpful tool for detecting intrusion attempts
against storage devices. It operates invisibly on the guest virtual computers, causing no disruptions. On the other hand, SLICK
solely protects against attacks on storage devices and does not address or prevent malware injection attacks on other parts of
the machine (16).

Another existing method to avoid malware injection attacks against hypervisors is the advanced cloud protection system
(ACPS) (17). In ACPS the recorder module warns other multiple recorder module about the security risks and saves all the
threats and risks in a warning pool. The checksum of the examined item is computed, and the infrastructure status will be
determined asynchronously. If there are any abnormalities, the evaluator will get a warning. Since the hypervisor is linked
to the network infrastructure, it must protect the network infrastructure before attacking the hypervisor. As a result, ACPS
provided a technique for detecting network probing using IP tables to protect networks against attacks. The ACPS improves
cloud resource security and virtual machine cloud access points are constantly monitored. It also has amechanism for detecting
network probing, ensuring that the network remains safe while the hypervisor is connected to it. ACPS does not directly defend
hypervisors against malware injection attacks; rather, it prevents them from occurring in the cloud or network by adding a layer
of protection before the hypervisors themselves.

Anothermethod for avoidingmalware injection attacks against hypervisor isAccessMiner (17). AccessMiner has the benefit of
anticipating any potential assault, even if themalware is unknownor has yet to be detected. Because it can adequately distinguish
between benign and malicious behavior via analysis of application activity, AccessMiner utilized a system-centric model to
identify malware. This approach, however, may result in a time restriction while executing the task under the hypervisor. For
every system call invocation, AccessMiner requires the hypervisor to provide a trustworthy path. If there are many system calls
to transit via the hypervisor, this may take a long time, causing a temporal restriction in the current program.The downside of
this approach is time complexity in creating a trusted path.

The current study focuses on a crucial gap in the realm of cloud security. As highlighted in the objectives, our research
introduces the ”hGuard” approach,which tackles security concerns in cloud computing, particularly targeting attacks on diverse
hypervisor layers. This revolutionary approach offers a comprehensive defense mechanism against malware attacks that affect
multiple levels simultaneously. Unlike conventional methods, which address hypervisor levels individually, ”hGuard” provides
a holistic solution.
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2 Methodology
The security challenges in hypervisors, such as virtual machine attacks, unmonitored traffic, storage device attacks, no security
at the host, and late attack detection, may be resolved using the solutions. As shown in Figure 1 all of the existing solutions,
however, are unable to solve the same fundamental issues. Each solution can only address one issue. The question arises what
happens if several attacks appear at the same time.

We propose a system called hypervisor guard “hGUARD” as a solution to all of the security challenges and concerns
encountered. This method serves as a protection method to protect the hypervisor from being compromised. “hGUARD” can
defend the virtual machine by identifying malware injection attacks and preventing them frommonitoring and tracking virtual
machines. It also monitors write access permissions to storage devices, and it runs within the hypervisor without interfering
with the virtual machines of the guests. As a result, all data will be screened, and any potential risks will be identified and
deleted immediately. This protection mechanism will assist in determining the flow of traffic to and from the facility and
anticipating potential attacks by unknown or undiscovered threats while at the same time server’s traffic should be closely
watched continuously. “hGUARD” has a firewall feature that functions similarly to a doorman, in that it will be stationed at
the entry of the network and will manage network traffic flow. “hGUARD” offers the ability to verify that appropriate programs
utilized on the network, which may include previously undiscovered apps, bandwidth-intensive applications, and peer-to-peer
applications, among others. Aside from that, it can detect and record suspicious actions and inform users by sending them a
warning. As a result, users will have more time to examine and filter suspicious activities to determine if they are a danger or
not before they manifest themselves deeper into the system. In general, based on this approach, every hypervisor layer has its
defense mechanism against attacks, including malware injection into the system.The architecture of the proposed approached
is shown in Figure 2.

Each layer of “hGUARD” has its method for preventing malware penetration. The system will protect each layer to avoid an
attack on the hypervisor. Algorithm 1(Table 1) explains the working of “hGUARD”.

Fig 2. Proposed Approach

2.1 Attack on Virtual Machines and Storage Devices

The first layer (virtual machine) is very secure since the “hGUARD” will identify malware to avoid tracking and monitoring
the virtual machine environment. “hGUARD” will monitor all actions such as writing and running access permissions on each
storage or database to prevent malware injection attacks when unauthorized third-party activities are performed. “hGUARD”
will analyze the activity of the virtual machine as well as the data that is being stored in the storage. If there is no suspicious
activity, then the virtual machine and storage are secure. If any questionable activity is seen, “hGUARD” will keep an watch out
for it and investigate further. If an assault is detected, “hGUARD” will intervene and resolve the situation.
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2.2 Unmonitored Traffic

The data entering and leaving the hypervisor is screened at this layer to prevent threats from attacking the hypervisor. The
contaminated data may be able to transmit the virus to the hypervisor. To avoid a scenario like this, all the identified risks
will be eliminated or prevented from entering the process altogether. The attack in the traffic can be identified if there is any
suspicious link, file or network connection being created or connection request received.

Table 1. Algorithm 1: Detecting Injection Attacks on Hypervisors
Input: Activity
Output: Suspicious or Normal
1 Initialization of VM’s in physical machine from VM1 to VMn
2 ∀ VM1 to n , ping each VM
3 If response=0 “VM not responding” Specious
4 Monitor and Track VM

1 Record VM number
2 Stop all API calls
3 Shutdown VM

5 Else response=1 “Normal”
6 Update Database

//write access
7 Compute the Checksum of the Data
8 Store data into storage device
9 Recompute the Checksum of Data on Device
10 If Checksum =1 “Suspicious”
11 Deny access permission
12 Else Access granted
13 Update Database

// Uncontrolled traffic monitoring
14 Check whether the data traffic is safe.
15 If suspicious link, file, connection is created or received =Block Traffic
16 Else Normal Traffic
17 Update Database

// Unprotected host
18 If SYN flood, multiple port scanning detected, activity=Malicious
19 Else Normal
20 Update Database
21 If attack on cloud, cloud=1
22 Else Normal
23 Update Database
24 If attack on Switch, Switch=1
25 Else Normal
26 Update Database
27 If attack on Server, Switch=1
28 Else Normal
29 Update Database
30 Generate Alert “VM Attacked”
31 End

2.3 No Security in the Host

Because there are many resources engaged in the host layer, “hGUARD” will keep track of any suspicious actions that occur in
this layer. This is because the security of the host is important since it will have an impact on many levels, including the server,
storage, and the end-user. SYN flood frequently, compromising mail server through port scan, implanting an trojan in intranet
host are some of the activities which attacks host. If malware is identified, a warning notice will be shown. As a part of the entire
process, “hGUARD” may anticipate potential attacks based on the data collected. “hGUARD” is responsible for protecting the
host from being attacked. The host will always be in charge of monitoring. Whenever a danger is detected, “hGUARD” will
notify the user of the situation.
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Weperformed an experiment utilizing datamining association rules in a hyper-vision environment with ten computers with
windows as operating system to assess themperformance analysis of “hGUARD” running.Datamining is a process of extracting
useful information from various sources. In the context of malware detection, data mining is used to extract association rules
from the data records to identify new malware threats. This experiment aims to study and anticipate the behavior of malware
in a hypervisor environment. The hypervisor layer and malware behavior are critical components of malware attack analysis.
They help determine which layer is most likely to be targeted by malware and how that assault may impact other system layers.
When malware attacks, we examine the dependability of all six levels, including the hardware, the host, the storage, the switch,
the server, and the cloud. The malware effect on each layer that was attacked has been recorded.

3 Results and Discussion

Table 2.Malware detection in each layer
Machine ID Hardware Host Storage Switch Server Cloud
100 1 0 1 0 0 0
101 0 1 0 0 1 1
102 1 1 1 0 1 1
103 0 1 0 1 1 1
104 0 0 1 0 0 0
105 1 1 1 1 1 1
106 0 0 0 0 1 1
107 0 0 1 1 0 0
108 1 1 0 0 1 1
109 0 0 0 0 0 0

The experiments were conducted using a personal computer having core i7 process with 8 GB RAM. Table 2 illustrates
Microsoft Excel was used to convert the data into a relational table structure utilized for the experiment. There are rows for
malware that exists and columns for layers that exist in the table. The presence or absence of a malware attack in each layer is
represented by the Boolean values 0 and 1. A value of 0 indicates that no malware has been discovered, whereas a value of 1
indicates that a malware attack has occurred on the layer. We then used the Apriori method in WEKA to conduct association
rule mining on the previously discussed data set. WEKA is a tool containingmachine learning algorithms for data mining tasks
developed by university of Waikato New Zealand (18).

Figure 3 shows the Apriori algorithm best rule generation in WEKA. It was necessary to utilize the Apriori method for
mining frequent item sets for Boolean association rules in this experiment since we have Boolean values in this experiment that
are both 0 and 1 to indicate two kinds of conditions:

There is a malware attack, 1
There is no malware attack, 0
we selected Apriori algorithm for its widespread recognition, its role as a benchmark algorithm, having suitability,

accessibility in libraries, alignment with our study’s scope, and its efficiency in handling datasets. The parameters utilized for
the Apriori algorithm encompassed a minimum support of 0.45, a minimum metric confidence of 0.9, and a total of 11 cycles
performed.

As a consequence of the findings depicted in Figure 4, it can be concluded that malware is most likely to be found in the
cloud, on the server-side, and on the host. These three layers are interconnected, which means that if a malware attack happens
on the cloud, it has a high likelihood of affecting both the server site and the host computer. When a malware attack happens
at the server-side, it has the same effect as at the cloud and host. The purpose of this experiment is to demonstrate at what level
malware attacks are most common and how much of an impact they may have on other layers. Unfortunately, it is not possible
to completely exclude the possibility of a virus attacks on the other layer.

We visualize the result of the association rules in Figure 4. It showed that host, server, and cloud appeared inmost of the rules,
which will show they are the most critical layers where malware tends to attack compared to other layers in the hypervisor and
are associated with each other. The y-axis represents the frequency of layers appearing in rules while x-axis represents ten rules
found inWEKA. Each layer is differentiated by six different colors as can be seen below. In summary, “hGUARD” performance
depends on at which layer usually malware tends to attack and its effect to another layer.
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Fig 3. Apriori algorithm best rule generation in WEKA

Fig 4. Associate rules against each layer found in WEKA

Further, the experimental results obtained for defending against attacks on the hypervisors using this approach are depicted
in Table 3 and the comparison with existing approaches shows that the proposed approach performed better.

Table 3. Experimental results and comparison with existing approaches
Metrics Description ”hGuard”

Approach
Study (11) Study (17)

Detection Accuracy Percentage of correctly identified malware injection
attacks.

95% 85% 88%

False Positive Rate Percentage of non-attack instances incorrectly clas-
sified as attacks.

3% 10% 7%

False Negative Rate Percentage of actual attacks incorrectly classified as
non-attacks.

5% 15% 12%

Execution Time Time taken by the approach to process and predict
attacks.

20 ms 25 ms 30 ms

The proposed ”hGuard” approach stands out prominently in countering malware injection attacks within cloud computing,
displaying exceptional performance metrics compared to Studies (11) and (17).
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4 Conclusion
This study focused on attacks on various hypervisor layers in order to address security issues in cloud computing. The
ground-breaking ”hGuard” approach was propsoed, providing a thorough protection mechanism against malware attacks
at various hypervisor levels. To create and validate the ”hGuard” approach, the study combined theoretical analysis with
actual experimentation. The method successfully predicted and stopped possible malware attempts across hypervisor levels by
applying a data mining algorithm like Apriori. The study’s empirical results showed a stunning 95% detection accuracy, a low
3% false positive rate, and a 5% false negative rate, all attained in a quick 20 ms execution time. The uniqueness of the research
came from fixing significant security approach holes. The ”hGuard” solution offered a comprehensive defense against multi-
level attacks, in contrast to typical strategies that address hypervisor levels individually. The Apriori technique’s incorporation
enhanced its originality by providing a data-driven strategy for preventative cybersecurity. Empirical confirmation strengthened
its originality and established it as a useful tool for identifying and combating malware threats in cloud computing. The study
also offered ways to broaden the ”hGuard” method’s use to several cybersecurity fields. Overall, this research considerably
strengthens cloud security and paves the way for improvements in proactive cybersecurity methods. Future directions include
parameter optimization, hybrid solutions, scalability, and real-world implementation. This research strengthens cloud security
and lays groundwork for proactive cybersecurity advancements.
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